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Chevrolet had two types of 3. The venerable and immensely popular Buick V-6 survives today
as the GM and serves as the base engine for many Chevy cars. It can trace its origins to the
cubic-inch V-6 that powered the and later Buick Specials. The Chevrolet version was unrelated
to the Buick engine. Dubbed the "Fireball," the V-6 began as the base engine for the Buick
Special. The V-6 derived from the small-block V The V-6 was almost identical to the V-8 except it
had two fewer cylinders. The engine featured an odd-fire design in which the firing impulses of
the powerplant were unevenly spaced. This gave the engine its trademark low-rumble, or as its
detractors complained, a rough idle. Buick management didn't care much for this unique engine
because of its potential to turn off car buyers. The featured a 3. By , Buick enlarged the bore to
3. The V-6 developed about horsepower, but Buick sold the rights to the engine in to the
American Motors Corporation to power its Jeeps CJ series. Jeep's straight-six would not fit in
the to CJ models, and the compact V-6, which AMC renamed the Dauntless , was a perfect fit. In
, AMC dropped the Dauntless after it redesigned the CJ series to accommodate the larger in-line
six-cylinder and a V Stricter emissions control standards, higher insurance premiums, and
safety concerns prompted General Motors to downsize all of its engines beginning in and The
fuel shortage increased the need for smaller engines. AMC declined because of the expense to
retool its factories, but agreed to sell the V-6's rights back to GM. In , GM enlarged the bore by.
In , GM switched to a smoother even-fire system. This early 3. The GM , 3. Chevrolet replaced
the Buick version with another 3. The GM is a common "crate" -- or replacement -- engine for
Chevrolets. General Motors used the 3. Throttle-body fuel injection arrived in and a multiport
fuel injection system became available in Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years
experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience ranges from
legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. The History of the Chevy 3. Buy-Back Stricter
emissions control standards, higher insurance premiums, and safety concerns prompted
General Motors to downsize all of its engines beginning in and Later Years The GM , 3. The
block is made of cast iron and all use two-valve-per-cylinder iron heads, actuated by pushrods.
The engine, originally designed and manufactured in the United States, was also produced in
later versions in Australia. The was on the Ward's 10 Best Engines of the 20th century list, made
Ward's yearly 10 Best list multiple times, and is one of the most-produced engines in history. To
date, over 25 million have been produced. In , GM sold the design to Kaiser-Jeep. The muscle
car era had taken hold, and GM no longer felt the need to produce a V6, considered in North
America an unusual engine configuration at the time. The energy crisis a decade later prompted
the company to buy the design back from American Motors AMC , who had by that point bought
Kaiser-Jeep , and the descendants of the early continue to be the most-common GM V6 as it
developed into a very durable and reliable design. This engine has the cylinders numbered on
the left-hand bank front bank for FWD applications and on the right-hand bank, the number 1
cylinder being the furthest from the flywheel end. The firing order is Washington Avenue in
Saginaw, Michigan. The uneven firing pattern was often perceived as roughness, leading a
former American Motors executive to describe it as "Rougher than a cob. In , Buick redesigned
the crankshaft to a "split-pin" configuration to create an "even-firing" version. Since the
cylinders center-lines were no longer centralized over the crank pin bearing journals, the
connecting rods were re-designed with the big-ends offset from the piston pin ends by 1. The
engine in this configuration became known to have "off-center bore spacing". The off-center
design continued up until the LN3 version of the engine, when the left-hand bank of cylinders
was moved forward relative to the right-hand bank. Although the actual bore spacing between
cylinders on the same bank remained unchanged at 4. Buick Division, concerned about high
manufacturing costs of their innovative aluminum V8, sought to develop a cheaper, cast-iron
engine based on the same tooling. In initial form, it had a bore and stroke of 3. Dubbed the
Fireball V6, it became the standard engine in the Buick Special. The bore was increased to 3. It
was known as the Dauntless V6 and used a much heavier flywheel than the Buick version to
damp vibrations resulting from the engine's firing pattern. Buick sold the tooling for this engine
to Kaiser in , as the demand for the engine was waning steadily in an era of V8s and muscle
cars. One quick idea was tried by Buick engineers â€” taking an old Fireball V6 picked up at a
junkyard and installing it into a Buick Apollo. However, AMC's cost per unit was deemed as too
high. Instead of buying completed engines, GM made an offer to buy back the tooling and
manufacturing line from AMC in April, , and began building the engines on August The bore was
enlarged to 3. In , GM began to market the as the 3. Starting in , the engine was used in the
front-wheel drive Buick Riviera , though still with a longitudinal mounting. Larger valves and
better intake and exhaust boosted the power output for A turbocharged version was introduced
as the pace car at the Indianapolis , and a production turbo arrived in The turbo 3. The LC2
engine has a bore x stroke of 3. The turbocharged Buick Regal Grand National GNX was called
America's quickest automobile, and the model continues to be collected and appreciated today.

A smaller version of this engine was produced in and for the Century, Regal and Chevrolet
Monza. The bore was reduced to 3. This engine was used in many large rear-wheel drive Buicks,
and in some models from each of GM's other divisions, including Cadillac which offered the
"big" Buick V6 in several models from to as a credit option to the troublesome V engine used in
and early versions of the aluminum-block Cadillac HT V8 introduced in It was also the standard
powerplant in the front-drive Riviera and Oldsmobile Toronado from to Additionally, the 4. Its
only weakness was the intake valve seals. This was the first naturally aspirated GM V-6 to
feature a 4-barrel carburetor. Introduced in , it was a lower deck version of the 3. It shared the
same bore size as its larger sibling, but featured a smaller stroke of 2. The LN7 is a multiport
fuel injected version of the LK9. It was introduced for and used the VIN code: L. It was replaced
in with the 3. In mid, the 3. In , it received sequential fuel injection SFI and it was initially
produced in two forms, the LG2 with flat lifters tappets , and the LG3 with a roller camshaft and
lifters. The latter was offered in various models through From , the 3. Power produced by this
engine was:. Introduced in , the LN3 would later be loosely considered the Pre-Series I ,
although the older 3. This generation continued in use in several GM products into the early s.
In fact, supercharger -related hardware can be fitted to an LN3 without changing the cylinder
heads ECM reprogramming required. The L27 has a two piece, upper plenum intake and lower
intake, the LN3 is all one piece. A smaller 3. It is effectively a lower-deck version of the , with a
smaller bore and stroke of 3. Unlike the , however, it used a batch-fire injection system rather
than sequential injection, as evidenced by the lack of a cam position sensor. It also did not have
a balance shaft. However, the Australian L27 retained the LN3's one piece upper intake and
lower plenum. The L36 made its debut in HP was rated at for engines Gen2 supercharger with a
2. All of the additional horsepower for Gen3 supercharged engines was gained by using epoxy
not teflon as commonly believed coated supercharger rotors to improve efficiency, a larger
supercharger inlet and throttle body, Thus the utilized a 2. The easiest way to spot the
difference between the Gen2 and Gen3 is the smaller pulley and the ribs on the side of the Gen2
extend all the way down the sides, while the Gen3 ribs stay on only the top, they perform sightly
differently and interchanging one without tuning may result in strange behavior of the engine.
Redline on Gen3 engines is at rpm but the ECM will shift at rpm without performance shift
enabled. Introduced in , the Series II is quite a different engine. It is also by far the most popular
of the family for its power, smoothness, fuel efficiency, and reliability, although the stroke for
the 3. That said, the engine architecture was vastly changed. The deck height is shorter than the
Series I, reducing weight and total engine package size. A new intake manifold improved
breathing while a redesigned cylinder head featured larger valves and a higher compression
ratio. The new intake manifold greatly improved airflow. To meet emissions standards, an EGR
tube was placed in the intake manifold to reduce combustion temperatures. GM recalled 1. The
fire could spread to the nearby plastic spark plug wire retainers on the valve cover and then to
the rest of the engine compartment. GM fitted the affected vehicles with redesigned spark plug
wire retainers. The engine would then hydrolock. The lower intake gaskets and upper intake
manifolds were revised, correcting all these issues. The L67 is the supercharged version of the
Series II L36 and appeared in , one year after the normally aspirated version. Both engines share
the same engine blocks, but compression is reduced from 9. Final drive ratios are reduced in
most applications, for better fuel economy and for improved use of the engine's torque in the
low RPM range. Like most V6s, the engine is well known for its reliability and low maintenance
costs. The engine is a popular choice for aftermarket modification thanks to its very strong
internals and impressive power gains from basic upgrades. The Series III engines include many
changes. The upper and lower intake manifold is now aluminum on the naturally aspirated
models. Intake ports are mildy improved, 1. Electronic throttle control is added to all versions,
as is returnless fuel injection. Emissions are also reduced. Also note that Series III engines are
the base for any produced for the year and up. The difference is that Series III engines received
the new superchargers Generation 5 - Eaton M90 - if equipped , intake manifolds, fuel systems,
and electronics. It is still a 3. Compression remains at 9. The powdered metal connecting rods
were meant to be introduced in along with the L32, but the GM plant in Bay City, Michigan that
supplies the Flint, Michigan plant could not achieve the desired production dates in time for that
engine year. Introduced in , the main differences between the L67 and the L32 are the L32's
electronic throttle control, slightly improved cylinder head design, and updated Eaton
supercharger, the Generation 5 M As with the L67, premium fuel 91 octane or higher is required,
but the PCM can compensate for lower octane fuel at the cost of acceleration. The use of below
87 octane fuel can cause detonation that eventually leads to engine damage and failure.
Production of the V6 engine officially ended on August 22, when plant 36 was closed. There was
a closing ceremony and speakers who extolled the virtues of the engine. Originally GM had set
this date for January 1, ; however, due to the vast number of complaints from both investors

and customers because of the popularity and reliability of the engine, the date was extended.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. Buick Kaiser Jeep American
Motors. This engine was used in the following vehicles:. These engines should not be confused
as being the same, and are unique engine designs. Applications :. Ward's Communications, Inc.
Automobil Revue in German and French. Berne, Switzerland: Hallwag AG. Retrieved Categories
: Buick engines Jeep engines V6 engines. Hidden categories: CS1 German-language sources de
CS1 French-language sources fr Articles with short description Short description is different
from Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from
February Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Add links. Eaton M62 or M90 some versions.
Rochester carburetor Fuel injection. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Buick V6 engine.
Sometimes the scope of automotive recalls can make it seem that every vehicle equipped with a
particular part is suspect. But there might be no reason to panic if you're driving a car that
carries a part affected by another car's recall. The example of General Motors' recall of 1. The
Chevrolet Impala is one of the vehicles subject to GM's recall due to a risk of engine fires. Ford
issued a series of six recalls between and that cover more than 14 million cars and trucks
equipped with a potentially faulty cruise control switch that can short out and cause a fire. In
March , BMW announced a recall of 1. And in , a record year for recalls , Honda recalled 5. That
adds up to a lot of cars. But it pales in comparison to the number of vehicles that automakers
sell in the U. GM built and installed more than 25 million of the model V6 engines in its vehicles
between and The V6 was one of the company's most popular engines for many years and is
included on the WardsAuto's list of the best engines of the 20th century. Less than 6 percent
are listed in the recall. The vehicles covered by the GM engine recall were outfitted with the
Series II design, manufactured between and They were identified in two phases. A recall of ,
vehicles applied only to turbocharged Buick Regal and Pontiac Grand Prix models. The GM
recall expanded the list to include more than 1. For both GM recalls, the danger comes from
engine oil catching on fire after it has been spilled or leaked onto the hot surface of the exhaust
manifold. If the oil catches fire, the flames can spread to plastic parts including the spark plug
wiring channel and the upper intake manifolds and engine covers. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Here's the full list: Buick Regal '03 Chevrolet Impala '99 Chevrolet
Lumina Chevrolet Monte Carlo '99 Oldsmobile Intrigue Pontiac Grand Prix For both GM recalls,
the danger comes from engine oil catching on fire after it has been spilled or leaked onto the
hot surface of the exhaust manifold. April 28th, Featured Content. Photo Sponsored By. See if
you got a good price. Other research topics. Most popular vehicles. See more. Sign Up. Also, a
one-piece rear crankshaft oil seal was offered in some engines to reduce oil leaks. It also had
improved cylinder heads with bigger valves, a composite plastic intake manifold, revised
accessory mountings on the engine, dual knock sensors, improved oil seals and a plastic
engine cover to muffle noise. Advertisement â€” End of the road for the Production will cease
this year, with the being retired to the big boneyard in the sky. Service Issues One of the
reasons why the has had such a long production run is that it has been a very reliable,
trouble-free engine for the most part. Many of these engines have racked up well over , miles
with normal maintenance. One of the few trouble spots has been coolant leaks on the Series II
engines with the plastic intake manifold. The OEM intake manifold gasket tends to deteriorate
after 60, or so miles in the area that seals the cylinder head coolant passage to the manifold.
The seepage of coolant past the leaky gasket leads to overheating, and may cause bearing
damage if coolant leaks down into the lifter valley and gets into the crankcase. The coolant
leakage problem has been blamed on a number of factors, including coolant neglect and a
less-than-robust OEM intake manifold gasket design. Though Dex-Cool is supposed to last up
to five years or , miles, some say changing the coolant every two years can avert many of the
problems that occur with aging coolant. Also, if the coolant level gets low, oxygen mixes with
the coolant, which tends to cause problems with Dex-Cool. The sealer will circulate with the
coolant and hopefully stop any small seepage leaks in the intake manifold gasket from getting
any worse, at least for a while. This may save your customer the expense of having to replace
the intake manifold gasket. If the gasket is already leaking, sealer may plug it up temporarily.
But, eventually, the gasket will have to be changed. The coolant leak on these engines was at
the gasket between the intake manifold and throttle body or, in some cases, between the upper
and lower intake manifold. The recall involved replacing the three throttle body fasteners,
applying sealer to the threads, and dumping some sealer pellets into the cooling system
reservoir. Recall was issued in July, , but was only good until July, If a vehicle was repaired
under this recall, there should be a GM recall decal affixed to the engine or under the hood.
Ignition System The distributorless ignition system has also been fairly reliable, with some

occasional crankshaft position sensor or coil failures. The PCM controls spark timing. Since the
polarity of the ignition coil primary and secondary windings is fixed, one spark plug always fires
with normal polarity while its companion plug fires with reverse polarity. This allows the coils to
produce up to 40Kv if needed. If the coil module gets too hot, it will fail. If an engine is hard to
start or has a misfire at higher speeds, the problem may be a weak coil, a bad plug wire, or a
fouled or worn spark plug. On and newer vehicles, you should get a cylinder misfire code. A
code for one cylinder would likely indicate a fouled plug, bad plug wire, or possibly a clogged or
dead fuel injector, or a compression leak burned exhaust valve. Misfire codes for two cylinders
that share a coil would likely p
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oint to a bad coil. Another way to figure out if a misfire is a bad coil is to swap two of the coils
on the coil pack. If the misfire moves to the new cylinders, the problem is the coil. If the misfire
remains in the same cylinders, the coil is OK and the problem is the wires, plugs, injectors or
compression. If you test a coil with an ohmmeter, the test specs are 0. Pages: 1 2 3. Special
Topics Webinars Video Podcasts. Magazine Current Issue Past Issues. Connect with us.
Advertise Subscribe Contact Us. By Larry Carley. An Eaton blower boosts horsepower to In this
article: Diagnostics , Driveability. Watch a webinar for free on-demand! Listen to the latest
Underhood Service podcast. Stay up to date with the latest Underhood Service news. By Larry
Carley Carley. By Brendan Baker Baker. By Andrew Markel. Diagnostics: Power Window
Regulator Replacement. Video Series View More Videos. Sponsored Content. In a
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